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THE MOTIVIC REAL MILNOR FIBRES
GOULWEN FICHOU
Abstract. Given a polynomial with real coefficients, we produce
a motivic analog of a simple identity that relates the complex con-
jugation and the monodromy of the Milnor fibre of its complexifi-
cation. To that purpose, we introduce motivic Zeta functions that
take into account complex conjugation and monodromy.
1. Introduction
The monodromy homeomorphism on the Milnor fibre of a complex
polynomial is a wonderful invariant saying much about the singularity
of the polynomial (cf [7] for instance for a survey about monodromy).
Equipped with the monodromy operator, this topological object is
closely related to the algebraic nature of the polynomial.
When the polynomial has real coefficients, one may consider a pos-
itive and a negative Milnor fibres corresponding to the sign of the
given polynomial close to the singularity. The relations between those
positive and negative Milnor fibres, the Milnor fibre of the complexifi-
cation and the monodromy operator have been investigated by several
authors, notably S. Gusein-Zade [9], A. Dimca and L. Paunescu [6],
or studied from a topological point of view by N. A’Campo [1]. In
this direction C. McCrory and A. Parusin´ski have procuded in [12] a
geometric monodromy homeomorphism h on the Milnor fibre of the
complexification of the real polynomial whose satisfies together with
complex conjugation c a simple identity chch = 1. This identity has
nice consequences on the algebraic monodromy and the computations
of Euler characteristics of real Milnor fibres.
More precisely, let f : Rd −→ R be a real polynomial function, and
consider fC : C
d −→ C its complexification. The Milnor fibration of
fC at the origin is the restriction of fC to a sufficiently small neigbor-
hood of the origin in Cd of the inverse image by fC of a sufficiently
small circle around the origin in C. Choose as the Milnor fibre F the
fibre of fC over the positive real number in the circle. Denote by c
the complex conjugation acting on F . Then the algebraic monodromy
h : H∗(F,C) −→ H∗(F,C) and the complex conjugation satisfy also
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the relation chch = 1. as a consequence [12] the the complex conjuga-
tion exchanges the eigenspaces for the action of the monodromy cor-
responding to complex conjugate eigenvalues: cH∗(F,C)λ = H∗(F,C)λ
where H∗(F,C)λ = ker(h−λI)
N , for N large enough, is the generalized
eigenspace of λ.
Denote by F+ the fixed part of the Milnor fibre F under c, called
the positive real Milnor fibre. The Euler characteristic of F+ is given
by the Lefschetz number of c. However,as c interchanges Hλ and Hλ
the trace of c on Hλ ⊕Hλ vanishes. In particular only the eigenvalues
1 and −1 play a role in the computation of χ(F+) [12]:
χ(F+) =
∑
ǫ=±1
∑
i
(−1)iTr[c : Hi(F,C)ǫ −→ Hi(F,C)ǫ].
The real negative Milnor F− fibre is the fixed part under the complex
conjugation of the Milnor fibre over the negative real number in the
circle. It corresponds also to the fixed part of F under the complex
conjugation given by ch, and a similar formula holds for χ(F−).
J. Denef and F. Loeser have introduced a motivic Milnor fibre that
coincides with the classical Milnor fibre with its monodromy operator
at the level of Hodge structures [4].
In this paper, we are interested in a motivic analog the relation
between monodromy and complex conjugation for a real polynomial.
With complex polynomial, J. Denef and F. Loeser have introduced a
motivic Milnor fibre defined via the monodromic zeta function using
motivic integration [5]. Their motivic Milnor fibre, which lives in a
monodromic Grothendieck ring, coincides with the classical Milnor fi-
bre with its monodromy operator at the level of Hodge structures [4].
Inspired by the complex context, we introduce motivic positive and
negative Milnor fibres for a real polynomial, considering the Zeta func-
tion of the complexified polynomial with action of the complex con-
jugation. These Zeta functions are in particular different from that
considered in [11, 8] which only deals with the real aspect. We pro-
duce then a motivic analog of the relation chch = 1 between complex
conjugation and monodromy at the level of the motivic real Milnor
fibres. We show in particular that such a simple relation already exists
at the level of the spaces of arcs associated with a polynomial with real
coefficients. This remark enables to define motivic real Milnor fibre as
objects in a Grothendieck group of algebraic varieties over R endowed
with an action of the pro-finite group µˆ on its complexification, com-
patible with the real structure. We introduce finally a Grothendieck
group of Hodge structure over R in order to state the correspondence
between the motivic real Milnor and the classical Milnor fibres, in com-
plete analogy with the complex case [4].
Acknowledgements. The author wish to thank Michel Merle and
Johannes Nicaise for motivating discussions on the subject.
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2. Grothendieck ring of varieties over R
By an algebraic variety over a field k we mean a reduced separated
scheme of finite type over k.
2.1. Complex case. The Grothendieck group K0(V arC) of complex
algebraic varieties is the quotient of the free abelian generated by iso-
morphism classes [X ] of algebraic varieties over over C by the subgroup
generated by the relations
[X ]− [Y ]− [X \ Y ]
for Y ⊂ X a closed subvariety. The product of varieties induces the
ring structure on K0(V arC).
We consider similarly the Grothendieck group K µˆ0 (VarC) of algebraic
varieties X over C endowed with a good µˆ-action, where µˆ denotes the
pro-cyclic group of roots of unity (that is the action factorises through
an action by a group of n-th roots of unity). Namely K µˆ0 (VarC) is the
free abelian group generated by couple (X, γ) with γ an automorphism
of finite order, submitted to the relations
• [X, γ] = [X ′, γ′] if there exists an µˆ-equivariant isomorphism
between X and X ′,
• [X, γ] = [Y, γ] + [X \ Y, γ] if Y ⊂ X is a closed subvariety over
C endowed with the induced action of µˆ,
• [X × V, γ] = [X × An, γ] where V is a n-dimensional affine
space with any linear action, and An is endowed with the trivial
action.
We endorse the Grothendieck group K µˆ0 (VarC) with a ring structure by
considering the diagonal action of the product.
Remark 2.1. A simple realization of K µˆ0 (VarC) is the group morphism
into Z given by
X 7→
∑
i
(−1)i dimH i(X,C)λ,
where H∗(X,C)λ is the part of H
∗(X,C) on which µˆ acts by multipli-
cation by λ [4].
2.2. Varieties over R. To a variety X over R, we can associate its
complexification X ⊗R C which is a variety over C endowed with an
antiholomorphic involution coming from the complex conjugation over
C. Conversely, to a quasi-projective variety Y over C endowed with an
antiholomorphic involution can be associated a unique variety X over
R such that Y ≃ X ⊗R C ([10], exercise 4.7 p106).
Remark that a given algebraic variety over C may be given different
real structures. For example, consider the affine line A1R, and endowed
its complexification with an action of the group µn of n-roots of unity by
multiplication. Then, for ζ ∈ µn, the composition ch of the complex
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conjugation on A1R ⊗R C ≃ A
1
C with the multiplication h by ζ is an
antiholomorphic involution, which gives to A1C another real structure.
The Grothendieck rings K0(VarR) of algebraic varieties over R is
defined similarly to the complex case: as a group it is freely generated
by the isomorphism classes of algebraic varieties over R, subject to the
relations
[X ]− [Y ]− [X \ Y ]
for Y ⊂ X a closed subvariety. The product of varieties induces the
ring structure on K0(V arR). By extension of scalars we obtain ring
morphisms from K0(VarR) to K0(VarC).
Remark 2.2. If we restrict ourself to quasi-projective varieties, tak-
ing the fixed point of the complex points X(C) of an algebraic variety
X over R under the complex conjugation gives a real algebraic vari-
ety in the sense of [2], and we obtain that way a ring morphism from
the Grothendieck rings K0(VarR) of algebraic varieties over R to the
Grothendieck rings K0(VarR) of real algebraic varieties considered al-
ready in [13]. In particular we may consider a realization of K0(VarR)
into the real polynomial ring in one variable via the virtual Poincare´
polynomial [13].
2.3. Equivariant case. We define similarly the Grothendieck rings
K µˆ0 (VarR) of algebraic varieties over R endowed with a good µˆ-action
over X ⊗R C such that if σ denotes the complex conjugation and γ the
finite order action then σγσγ = 1.
By extension of scalars we obtain ring morphisms from K µˆ0 (VarR) to
K µˆ0 (VarC).
For such an X , the complex conjugation σ exchanges the characteris-
tic spaces of H∗(X(C),C) associated to complex conjugate eigenvalues
for γ ([12]). Namely, if H∗(X(C),C)λ denotes the eigenspace asso-
ciated to the eigenvalue λ for the action of γ on H∗(X(C),C), then
σH∗(X(C),C)λ = H
∗(X(C),C)λ. Actually γσ(γ−λId)σ = λ(λ
−1I−γ)
and λ−1 = λ because γ has finite order.
In particular the complex conjugation σ stabilizes the eigenspace
H∗(X(C),C)α of γ corresponding to a real eigenvalue α ∈ {±1}.
Denote by H∗(X(C),C)α,β the characteristic space corresponding the
eigenvalue β ∈ {±1} for the action of σ on H∗(X(C),C)α. We define
χα,β =
∑
i
(−1)i dimH i(X(C),C)α,β.
Lemma 2.3. The map χα,β : K
µˆ
0 (VarR) −→ Z is a group morphism.
Proof. Let X be algebraic variety over R, endowed with an automor-
phism γ of finite order such that σγσγ = 1, where σ denotes the
complex conjugation of X(C). For a closed inclusion Y ⊂ X of real
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algebraic varieties such that γ stabilises Y , we have a long exact se-
quence
→ H i(X \ Y )→ H i(X)→ H i(Y )→ H i+1(X \ Y )→
that induces a long exact sequence for the characteristics spaces asso-
ciated to a real eigenvalue α ∈ {±1} for the action induced by γ
→ H i(X \ Y )α → H
i(X)α → H
i(Y )α → H
i+1(X \ Y )α →
As α is real σ acts on these eigenspaces, and therefore the sequence
induces in the same way an exact sequence for the characteristics spaces
associated to an eigenvalue for the action of σ:
→ H i(X \ Y )α,β → H
i(X)α,β → H
i(Y )α,β → H
i+1(X \ Y )α,β →

Remark 2.4. For the complex Milnor fibre F endowed with complex
conjugation c, the Lefschetz number of the complex conjugation c can
be expressed as
χ(F+) = χ1,1(F ) + χ1,−1(F ) + χ−1,1(F ) + χ−1,−1(F ).
3. Motivic Zeta functions over R
In this section we introduce motivic Zeta functions for a real alge-
braic polynomial germ, in analogy with the monodromic motivic Zeta
function in [4]. We refer to [5] for the general theory of motivic in-
tegration, and just recal that for an algebraic variety X over C, the
complex points of the arc space L(X) are the C[[t]]-rational points on
X , whereas the complex points of the truncated arc space Ln(X) are
the C[[t]]/tn+1-rational points on X .
3.1. Arcs spaces with conjugation. ForX an algebraic variety over
R of dimension d, we will consider two antiholomorphic involutions on
the spaces of arcs Ln(XC) of its complexification XC. Denote by γn
the natural action of the group µn of n-th roots of unity on Ln(XC)
given by γn(φ(t)) = φ(e
2πi/nt). We defined c+n on Ln(XC) to be the
complex conjugation c+n (φ(t)) = φ(t) on the arcs φ(t), namely if φ(t) =
a1t+ a2t
2 + · · ·+ ant
n with a1, . . . , an ∈ C, then
c+n (φ(t)) = φ(t) = a1t+ a2t
2 + · · ·+ ant
n.
We remark in the following lemma that the complex conjugation c+n
and the action of roots of unity satisfy a similar relation than complex
conjugation and monodromy as in [9, 6, 1, 12].
Lemma 3.1. The relation c+n γnc
+
n γn = 1 holds in Ln(XC).
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Proof. Let φ(t) = a1t+ a2t
2 + · · ·+ ant
n be in Ln(XC). Put ξ = e
2πi/n.
Then
c+n γn(φ(t)) = c
+
n (a1ξt+ a2(ξt)
2 + · · ·+ an(ξt)
n)
= a1ξt+ a2(ξt)
2 + · · ·+ an(ξt)
n
therefore
γnc
+
n γn(φ(t)) = a1ξξt+ a2(ξξt)
2 + · · ·+ an(ξξt)
n
is equal to c+n (φ(t)) since ξξ = 1. 
We define c−n to be c
− = c+n γn. By lemma 3.1, c
−
n is again an an-
tiholomorphic involution on Ln(XC) that plays the role of a complex
conjugation. We will see below that c−n corresponds to the complex
conjugation acting on the negative Milnor fibre.
For a dominant morphism f : X −→ A1R and n ≥ 1, we define its
spaces of positive truncated arcs X 1n(f) by
X 1n(f) = {φ ∈ Ln(X)|f(φ(t)) = t
n mod tn+1}.
We define similarly its spaces of negative truncated arcs X−1n (f) by
X−1n (f) = {φ ∈ Ln(X)|f(φ(t)) = −t
n mod tn+1}.
Similar arc spaces have alreay been studied in the context of real poly-
nomials in [11, 8], without taking into account the role of complex
conjugation.
We have a natural action of µn on the complexification X
±1
n (fC) of
X±1n (f) given by multiplication of the indeterminate t by n-th roots
of unity. Note that the complex conjugations c+n and c
−
n act also on
X±1n (fC) by restriction. For c
+
n , the set of fixed points of X
1
n(fC) is the
set of truncated arcs with real coefficients that realizes the order n after
composition with f , with a leading coefficient equals to 1. For c−n , the
set of fixed points is related to those arcs whose leading coefficient is
equal to −1.
Lemma 3.2. Let τ = eπi/n. The map φ 7→ φ(τt) realizes an isomor-
phism between the complex algebraic variety X 1n(fC) endowed with the
real structure given by c−n , and the complex algebraic variety X
−1
n (fC)
endowed with the real structure given by c+n .
Proof. Let φ ∈ X 1n(f) such that c
−
n (φ) = φ. If φ(t) = a1t + · · ·+ ant
n,
then for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we obtain aiξi = ai, or equivalently aiτ i = aiτ
i.
In particular φ(t) is defined over R with the real structure defined by
c−n if and only if φ(τt) is defined over R with the real structure defined
by c+n .
Moreover
f ◦ φ(τt) = (τt)n mod tn+1 = −tn mod tn+1
therefore φ 7→ φ(τt) maps X 1n(fC) to X
−1
n (fC). 
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In particular, the complex conjugations c+n and c
−
n considered on
X 1n(fC) enable to study on the same arc space the question of signs
for f . We will consider the classes [X 1n(fC), µn, c
+] and [X 1n(fC), µn, c
−]
in K µˆ0 (VarR) of X
1
n(fC) endowed with the classical µn-action and the
antiholomorphic actions induced by c+n and c
−
n respectively.
We define then the positive real motivic zeta function Z+f (T ) of
f : X −→ A1R as the power series over K
µˆ
0 (VarR)[L
−1] obtained by
collecting the measure of the complex truncated arcs endowed with the
positive complex conjugation c+n :
Z+f (T ) :=
∑
n≥1
[X 1n(fC), µn, c
+
n ]L
−ndT n.
We define similarly the negative real motivic zeta function Z−f (T ) of f
using the negative complex conjugation
Z−f (T ) :=
∑
n≥1
[X 1n(fC), µn, c
−
n ]L
−ndT n.
3.2. Denef & Loeser formula. Let (Y, h) be a real resolution of f :
X −→ A1R in the sense that is Y is a nonsingular irreducible algebraic
variety over R, h is proper, the restriction of h to Y \ h−1(X0) is an
isomorphism onto X \ X0, and h
−1(X0) has only normal crossings,
where X0 denotes the zero set of f in X .
We denote by h−1(X0) = ∪j∈JEj the decomposition into irreducible
components of h−1(X0), by Nj the multiplicity of f along Ej , and by
νj − 1 the multiplicity of the Jacobian determinant of h along Ej . For
a subset I ⊂ J , we consider EoI = ∩i∈IEi \ ∪j∈J\IEj.
Let mI = gcd(Ni)i∈I . In order to express the zeta functions in terms
of the resolution of f , we define a positive Galois cover E˜o,+I of E
o
I
with Galois group µmI , together with a negative Galois cover E˜
o,−
I , as
follows. They are defined on an affine chart U where f ◦h = uvmI with
u a unit on U and v a morphism from U to A1C, both equivariant with
respect to the complex conjugation since h is defined over R, by
E˜o,+I ∩ U := {(z, x) ∈ A
1
C × (E
o
I ∩ U)|z
mI = +u−1(x)}
in the positive case and by
E˜o,−I ∩ U := {(z, x) ∈ A
1
C × (E
o
I ∩ U)|z
mI = −u−1(x)}
in the negative case. We obtain the Galois cover E˜o,±I over E
o
I by gluing
together the covers E˜o,±I ∩U over E
o
I ∩U . It is naturally endowed with
a µmI -action induced by γ : (z, x) 7→ (e
2πi/mIz, x). Moreover we can
endowed it with two antiholomorphic involutions given by σ+(z, x) =
(z, x) and σ−(z, x) = σ+γ(z, x) = (e−2πi/mIz, x).
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Proposition 3.3. In K µˆ0 (VarR)
Z±f (T ) =
∑
I 6=∅
(L− 1)|I|−1[E˜o,±I , µˆ, c
±]
∏
i∈I
L−νiTNi
1− L−νiTNi
.
Proof. The proof in the complex case carries over litteraly in this setting
(cf [4]). 
This formula makes sense to evaluate Z±f (T ) as T go to ∞. By
analogy with the complex setting, we define the positive motivic Milnor
fibre S+ and the negative motivic Milnor fibre S− to be the elements
of K µˆ0 (VarR) defined by
S± = − lim
T→∞
Z±f (T ).
In particular we obtain from proposition 3.3 an expression for S± in
terms of a resolution of f :
Corollary 3.4. With the notations of proposition 3.3,
S± =
∑
I 6=∅
(1− L)|I|−1[E˜o,±I , µˆ, c
±].
4. Hodge realization over R
We introduce the context in order to relate the motivic positive and
negative Milnor fibres with the classical Milnor fibres. Together with
proposition 3.3, the key point is a formula that expresses the nearby
cycles of a given polynomial in terms of a resolution of its singularities
in a convenient Grothendieck ring of Hodge structures (cf [4] or [15],
Corollary 11.26).
4.1. Hodge realization in the complex case. The comparison the-
orem between the motivic real Milnor fibres and the classical real Mil-
nor fibres is simply an adaptation of the corresponding result for com-
plex numbers [4], taking into account the complex conjugation. There-
fore in this section we recall briefly the Grothendieck rings correspond-
ing to the Hodge structure of an algebraic variety over C, following
[14].
A Q-Hodge structure consists of a Q-vector space H with a direct
decomposition
H ⊗Q C =
⊕
p,q∈Z
Hp,q, with Hp,q = Hq,p
of its complexification. The Grothendieck group K0(HS) of Q-Hodge
structure is defined to be the free abelian group on the isomorphism
classes of Q-Hodge structure modulo the relations [H ] = [H ′] + [H ′′]
for an sequence
0 −→ H ′ −→ H −→ H ′′ −→ 0
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ofQ-Hodge structures. The tensor product gives a product structure on
K0(HS). The dimensions h
p,q(H) = dimRH
p,q are the Hodge numbers
of the Hodge structure. Collecting the Hodge numbers in the Hodge
polynomial E(H) =
∑
p,q h
p,q(H)upvq, gives a ring morphism
E : K0(HS) −→ Z[u, v, u
−1, v−1].
In case there exists an integer k such that hp,q = 0 when p + q 6= k,
we say that the Hodge structure is pure of weight k. An example of
a pure Hodge structure of weight k is given by the k-cohomology of a
proper regular algebraic variety over C. More generally, every complex
algebraic variety admits a mixed Hodge structure on its cohomology
with compact supports ([3]), that we can see as a direct sum of pure
Hodge structure. This leads to a ring morphism
χH : K0(V arC) −→ K0(HS)
defined by χH(X) =
∑
i(−1)
i[H ic(X,Q)] and the Hodge polynomial
induces a ring morphism
e : K0(V ar) −→ Z[u, v, u
−1, v−1].
We will consider moreover Hodge structure endowed with an en-
domorphism with finite order. This leads to the Grothendieck ring
K µˆ0 (HS) of Hodge structure with an action of µˆ. The Hodge charac-
teristics χH extends to the equivariant setting:
χH : K
µˆ
0 (V arC) −→ K
µˆ
0 (HS).
Note however that the Hodge polynomial only extends to a group
morphism.
4.2. Hodge realization over R. A Hodge structure over R is the
data of a Hodge structure H with an Q-linear involution σ such that
σ(Hp,q) = Hq,p. The Grothendieck ring K0(HSR) of Hodge structure
over R is then defined similarly to the complex case. As an example,
the Hodge structure on the cohomology of the complexification X(C)
of a regular algebraic variety X over R is equipped with a real structure
[16] (oand even non regular by [3] since the weight filtration is preserved
by the complex conjugation), the Q-linear involution σ being induced
by the complex conjugation on X(C). More precisely, denote by σ
again the involution on H∗(X(C),Q) induce by the complex conjuga-
tion on X(C), and extend it to H∗(X(C),C). Denote by Hp,q(X(C))
the subspaces given by the Hodge decomposition ofH∗(X(C),C). Then
σHp,q(X(C)) = Hq,p(X(C)).
Remark 4.1. As a consequence the eigenspaces for the values 1 and
−1 of the action of σ on Hp,q(X(C)) ⊕ Hq,p(X(C)) have the same
dimension if p 6= q.
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We will consider moreover Hodge structure over R endowed with
an endomorphism with finite order compatible with the real structure,
namely a Hodge structure (H, σ) over R together with an automor-
phism of finite order γ on H ⊗Q C such that σγσγ = 1.
This leads to the Grothendieck ring K µˆ0 (HSR) of Hodge structure
over R with an action of µˆ, together with the Hodge realization
χH : K
µˆ
0 (V arR) −→ K
µˆ
0 (HSR).
4.3. Nearby cycles and the comparison theorem. Consider a
smooth irreducible variety X over R, and a dominant morphism f :
X −→ A1R. We denote by XC the complexification X ⊗R C of X , and
by fC : XC −→ A
1
C ⊗R C = A
1
C the complexification of f .
We recall the definition of the nearby cycles complex of fC : XC −→
A1C. We denote by X0 the hypersurface {f
−1(0)} defined by fC in XC,
by i : XC \ X0 −→ XC and by j : X0 −→ XC the induced inclusions.
Restricted to XC \X0, the morphism fC takes values in Gm(C) ⊂ A
1
C.
Consider the universal cover C −→ Gm(C) : z 7→ e
z, and let X∞ be
the fibered product of C and XC \X0 over Gm(C):
X∞
π
//

XC \X0
i
//

XC
fC

X0

j
oo
C exp
// Gm(C) // A
1
C 0
oo
The nearby cycles complex of fC is the object ψfC = j
∗Ri∗(pi∗ZX∞)
in the derived category Db(X0) of sheaves on X0.
At the level of the universal cover C −→ Gm(C) : z 7→ e
z, the
monodromy action is given by the translation M : z 7→ z + 2pii. More-
over the complex conjugations over XC, A
1
C and C are compatible in
the sense that fC(x) = fC(x) for x ∈ XC. Denote by c
+ the complex
conjugation over the universal cover C of Gm(C). We define c
−, the
“negative complex conjugation”, to be the composite c+M . The con-
jugation c− : z 7→ z − 2pii is an antiholomorphic involution over C.
The actions of c± lifts to the fibered product X∞ as the action σ
± :
(x, z) 7→ (x, c±(z)) since ez = ec
±(z). The diagram above is then equi-
variant with respect to the action of c±, therefore we can extend this
action to the nearby cycles complex ψfC . We denote it by ψ
+
f when
considered with the action of c+ and by ψ−f when considered with the
action of c−.
We can express the nearby cycles complex of f if terms of a resolution
of the singularities of f . The proof given in [15] carries over literally in
our situation. Let (Y, h) be a resolution of the singularities of f as in
proposition 3.3.
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Proposition 4.2. [15] With the notations of proposition 3.3, the Hodge
character of ψ±f can be expressed in K
µˆ
0 (HSR) by
χH(ψ±f ) =
∑
I 6=∅
(1− L)|I|−1χH(E˜o,±I , µˆ, c
±).
Remark 4.3. In [15], the formula for the Hodge characteristic of the
nearby cycles complex in expressed in terms of the EI rather than
of the E0I . We pass from one to another using the additivity in the
Grothendieck ring of Hodge structures.
The comparison theorem below asserts then that the motivic real
Milnor fibres are good motivic representatives for the real Milnor fibres,
with compatible action of the complex conjugation and monodromy.
It offers at a motivic level an interpretation of the relations between
monodromy and complex conjugation as was previously observed in
[1, 6, 9, 12].
Theorem 4.4. The positive (respectively negative) real motivic Milnor
fibre coincide with the Milnor fiber endowed with the positive (respec-
tively negative) complex conjugation in the Grothendieck ring K µˆ0 (HSR)
of real Hodge structures:
χH(S±) = χH(ψ±f ).
Proof. The formula given by proposition 3.3 and that of proposition
4.2 coincide in K µˆ0 (HSR). 
Considering the realization via the classical Euler characteristics, we
obtain as a corollary a congruence mod 2 of the positive and negative
Milnor, in the same spirit as Sullivan’s Theorem [17].
Corollary 4.5. Let f : X −→ A1R be a dominant morphism. Then
χ(ψ+f ) ≡ χ(ψ
−
f ) mod 2.
Proof. By corollary 3.4, and with its notations, the Euler characteristic
of ψ±f computed mod 2 is equal to
χ(ψ±f ) ≡
∑
i∈I
χ(E˜o,±i ) mod 2.
However, if the multiplicity Ni of f along the exceptional divisor Ei
is odd, then χ(E˜o,+i ) = χ(E˜
o,−
i ). In case Ni is even, then χ(E˜
o,±
i ) is
twice the Euler characteristic of the semi-algebraic subset of Eoi given
by ±f ◦ h > 0, therefore
χ(E˜o,±i ) ≡ 0 mod 2.

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